
  

Computer Diagram (simplified)

Applications and

Operating System (OS) 

are SOFTWARE



  

Software Is Everywhere

Food for thought:

* Every machine with a screen is a computer. Cellphones, 
televisions, DVRs, GPS devices, cameras, “smart” boards, etc.

* Passive entertainment is not just movies and television. 
Familiar problems with those mediums now apply to new areas 
(“trolling” YouTube, Facebook, Yahoo! News, etc.)

* As people get more connected, fundamental changes are 
occurring in the way people interact, the way they learn, and the 
“bedrock” of societies (how money is made and transferred, how 
people come to power).



  

Software Is Written By People

● Software source code is a human-readable blueprint written by 
people, based upon rules of logic and (on some level) math.

● The “user” doesn't have to be a passive consumer and can be a 
“developer” too.  In the early days, there was no distinction.

Source code becomes 
machine code.

These two charts roughly 
correlate, with the compiler 
translating source code into 
machine code that the 
Hardware can read.



  

What We Want From Software



  

Free/Open-Source Software
(FOSS)

Free as in freedom (libre) not as in cost (gratis):

* Freedom 0: The freedom to run the program for any purpose.

* Freedom 1: The freedom to study how the program works, and 
change it to make it do what you wish.

* Freedom 2: The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help 
your neighbor.

* Freedom 3: The freedom to improve the program and release 
your improvements.



  

No Source, 
No Freedom

* Source code is so important because humans can read it.

* FOSS is the opposite of proprietary software. Proprietary software 
restricts one of the four freedoms, usually by hoarding source code.

* FOSS came first! Software was freely shared and users were 
developers who contributed improvements.  Software was usually gratis, 
it was the “free lunch” that got people to buy “drinks” (hardware).

* The “software as a product” model is what made Microsoft so rich and 
powerful.  Microsoft took advantage of distribution bottlenecks (think 
floppy disks and deals with hardware manufacturers).

* The proprietary software biz is dying, but there are other threats to 
software freedom.  Microsoft and Dell may die but freedom still matters.



  

FOSS: Made By Hackers

By hackers, I mean three things:

* People who creatively modify or circumvent systems, 
devices, or even social arrangements.

* A culture of software makers that develops almost all the 
software we rely upon (Cyberspace! The Internet!)

* People dedicated to breaking into computer systems (“crackers”, 
“black hats”)

* The hacker ethic is a set of loose “rules” resembling anarchist 
and socialist principles.  Hacking is software DIY.  Hardware 
hackers are sometimes called Makers.



  

Who Restricts 
The “Four Freedoms”?

Freedom 0: Freedom to run the program for any purpose:
- Apple, Microsoft, your television ISP limit just running programs.
- The DMCA won't allow DVDs to play on certain devices.
- You can't install your own software on your own phone.

Freedom 1: Freedom to study and change software:
- Restrictive licenses, even covering “reverse engineering”.
- It's virtually impossible to write software that doesn't violate patents.

Freedom 2: Freedom to redistribute copies:
- Obvious problem for anyone who has “pirated” software.

Freedom 3: Freedom to improve, release improvements:
- Non-disclosure agreements.

These restrictions are anti-education, anti-social, & anti-science!



  

Quick List of FOSS for “Desktops”

Firefox Web Browser

LibreOffice (formerly OpenOffice)

Thunderbird E-mail

InfraRecorder

Pidgin IM

GIMP Image Editor

Inkscape Drawing

Scribus Publishing

VLC Media Player



  

Quick List of FOSS for the Web

Moodle

WordPress

MediaWiki

Drupal

StatusNet

Friendica (e.g. Foojbook.net)

Etherpad

MediaGoblin



  

Quick List of FOSS for “Phones”

CyanogenMod

Replicant

ClockWorkMod

Ubuntu

Firefox OS



  

Resources

Free Software Foundation – fsf.org

Electronic Frontier Foundation – eff.org

Wikipedia – wikipedia.org

Trisquel – trisquel.info

Sean O'Brien  – sean@webio.me

getlibre.org

foojbook.net
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